Helping your child
with their reading

"The more that you read, the more things you
will know. The more you learn, the more
places you'll go." — Dr. Seuss

What will the meeting
cover?


What reading looks like in KS2 at Deansfield.



How to help your child at home with reading.



Assessment of reading.



Strategies for learning spellings.

Our children as readers:
● What Do We Want for Our Children?

To read for
pleasure

To read with
understanding

To be able to
choose what
they would like
to read for
themselves and
reasons for their
preferences

To read
with
expression

To be
lifelong
readers

To understand
what good reading
looks like

How do we promote a love of
reading at Deansfield?


Engaging class book corners



School library



Book Weeks/Author visits



Class text ‘Protected reading time’



Text led approach in Literacy



DEAR



Using texts in a cross curricular way

How we teach reading in KS2 at
Deansfield
 Daily

focused whole class reading
 VIPERS
 Comprehension skills
 Fluency strategies
 Reading across the curriculum
 1:1 with an adult
 Text led Literacy lessons
 Reading logs

Assessment of Reading:
End of Key Stage 2 National
Standard
• Read age-appropriate books with confidence and fluency
(including whole novels)
• Read aloud with intonation that shows understanding
• Explain and discuss their understanding of what they have read,
drawing inferences and justifying these with evidence
• Predict what might happen from details stated or implied
• Summarise main ideas, identifying key details and using
quotations for illustration
• Evaluate how authors use language and consider the impact on the
reader
• Retrieve information from non-fiction
• Make comparisons in and across books

Precision, Pace and Stamina


These are 3 of the key skills that
children need to develop as the
move through KS2



Stamina- they need to build
stamina for reading longer texts
and read whole books



Pace- they need to be able to
read at a good pace, taking in
what they are reading as they
read



Precision- they need to develop
precision when answering
questions about the text and
develop the ability to use
evidence to back up their
answers. PEE

To deduce, infer or interpret
information - what does it all mean?
Statement

Explanation

Example Questions

Deduce, infer or
interpret information,
events or ideas
from texts

Put together the
underlying meaning in
a story/text
Being able to solve
the puzzle

Why was Red Riding Hood not
afraid in the forest?
Why did the Wolf dress up as
Red Riding Hood’s
Grandmother?
How did Red Riding Hood know
that he wasn’t the Gran?

Explain and comment on the writer`s use of
language - what does it all mean?
Statement

Explanation

Example
Questions

Explain and comment
on writer’s use of
language

Looking closely at the
key words/phrases a
writer uses
Identifying powerful
verbs, unusual
adjectives, similes,
metaphors, unusual
connectives

What is the simile that
the writer uses to
compare the wind? Why
is this a good phrase?
Why does the writer use
this phrase to begin the
sentence? How does it
make you feel? Why?

Identify and comment on the writer`s
purposes and viewpoints - what does it all
mean?
Statement Explanation

Example
Questions

Identify and
comment on
writers’
purposes and
viewpoints
and the
overall effect
of the text on
the reader.

What do you think
was the point of the
story or book?
Did the writer
convince you that his
ideas were right?
Why/Why not?

Is there an underlying
message in the story/book?
e.g battle between good and
evil; pollution and green
issues; being kind to each
other etc
AND HOW SUCCESSFULLY
THIS VIEWPOINT HAS
BEEN PUT OVER

Why it is important to support
children in their reading at home.
● Even though your child may now be a fluent reader, it is still
important to hear them read aloud every day.
By continuing to actively share your child`s reading you are
giving it status and importance as well as continuing to
develop enjoyment and you are also increasing their
understanding of more challenging texts.
● Your child will benefit from your support. You are in the
position to help overcome any misunderstandings by
talking about what they read aloud. It is a good idea to
share reading aloud as you can model pace, expression
and fluency for your child.

How can you help your child?
● Listen to your child read as often as you can.
● Find a quiet place to share books where you can
be comfortable.
● Encourage your child to read a range of texts such
as comics, newspapers, non-fiction, plays and
poetry etc.
● Talk about the book and the storyline.
● Ask questions which encourage your child to give
opinions about the text.
● Play word games to engage with new vocabulary.
● Encourage your child to read a series of books from
a favourite author or books on topics of interests,
especially to keep reluctant readers interested in
reading.

Avoiding the pitfalls


Keep it fun



Ask the right questions at the right time



Keep positive

Spelling


The National Curriculum sets out clear guidance about the
requirements for teaching spelling, punctuation and grammar.



This is now assessed by a statutory test at the end of KS2.



Your child will bring home weekly spellings to practice, these are
taken from the National Curriculum or may be linked to topics they
are studying.



The children will undertake spelling activities during the week to
practice these spellings.

Strategies for Learning spellings


Look, cover, write, check



Underline the tricky bit or spelling pattern



Find fun ways of writing the word e.g create a pyramid of the
words or a rainbow (using different colours)



Look for words within word (e.g conscience = con-science)



Make up a rhyme (mnemonic)



Practice writing them in sentences



Spelling games e.g noughts and crosses but with spellings
instead/hangman

Riddle: I am cute.
I am young.
I wear nappies.
Answer: baby.

Useful websites


http://www.booktrust.org.uk/books/children/booklists/2
43/



http://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk



http://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11years/spelling-and-grammar

